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SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR THE DISCRIMINATION OF TISSUES USING A FAST

INFRARED CANCER PROBE

GOVERNMENT SUPPORT

[0001] This invention was made with government support under contract number R 1

CA1 67403 awarded by the National Cancer Institute. The government has certain rights in the

invention.

CROSS REFERENCE TO RELATED APPLICATION

[0002] This application claims priority to and benefit of U.S. Provisional Patent

Application Serial No. 62/309,1 16 filed March 16, 2016, while is fully incorporated by reference

and made a part hereof.

BACKGROUND

[0003] Infrared (IR) spectroscopy can be performed on a small amount of tissue and is

sensitive to molecular-level biochemical changes. It is non-destructive, involving no labeling or

staining. Many other techniques require the patient or resected tissues to be subjected to labeling

by nanoparticles, drugs, antibiotics, fluorescent dyes, radioactivity, quantum dots, fixation, etc.

IR spectroscopy has great potential to identify tumors and distinguish tumor types. With

appropriate statistical training on tissues of interest, the above results can help to provide objective

information to the pathologist, dermatologist, and oncologist, informing histopathological

judgments.

[0004] An attenuated total reflection (ATR) probe is a probe that uses an internally

reflecting beam of light inside a crystal producing an evanescent wave at the crystal's reflecting

surface. The evanescent wave penetrates a wavelength or so (-10 µ ) into the region outside of

the crystal, but it is still collected with the reflected light at the probe's detector. An ATR probe

records an IR spectrum of whatever is touched by the probe tip which in this case is tissue. There

exist many commercial Fourier Transform IR Attenuated Total Reflection (FTIR-ATR) probes

which are used with commercial FTIR spectrometers. However, existing probes are generally too

slow for detecting cancer in surgery or a clinic setting, i.e. in-situ.

[0005] Dermatologists need early detection and diagnosis of skin cancer. This is primarily

accomplished with skin biopsy and examination under a microscope by a pathologist. The

prospect of simply touching an IR probe to questionable tissue while in a clinic or the doctor's



office and receiving an answer about whether there is cancer and what type of cancer is extremely

promising. Likewise, if cancer is to excised or resected, surgeons need to know if they have

removed all of a tumor, but current histopathological practices, such as hematoxylin and eosin

stain (H&E) and other staining methods, can take days before there is feedback about this

important issue. With an IR probe, the possibility arises that an assessment of the surgical margin

can be made in the operating room by the surgeon as the tissue is removed. This would greatly

aid in critical decisions about how much tissue to remove and whether the amount removed is

sufficient. However, currently getting a good statistical assessment of a surgical margin in

resected tissues by FTIR-ATR is still too slow to have practical use in vivo.

[0006] Recent technological advances in quantum cascade IR lasers (QCL) have made

tunable mid-IR lasers cheaper and available for a wider range of applications. Unlike FTIR with

glowbar sources in which an IR spectrum in its entirety is recorded simultaneously, a QCL is tuned

to one wavelength at a time which has the advantage of not needing to measure every wavelength

in the spectrum. This reduction in the number of wavelengths probed corresponds to an increase

in how fast a laser-based probe works. A reduction in the number of IR metrics needed for

discerning tumor (abnormal) from nontumor (normal) can further enhance the speed of the

process.

[0007] Therefore, what is desired are systems and methods where tissue discrimination

can be performed fast enough to be useful in the operating room or during a clinical evaluation.

SUMMARY

[0008] Disclosed herein is a method of discriminating tissue of a specimen. In one aspect,

the method comprises performing infrared (IR) spectroscopy on a specimen using a probe such as

an attenuated total reflection (ATR) probe or a fiber loop probe, wherein the IR spectroscopy is

performed using a reduced set of IR wavelengths; obtaining an IR spectrum of the specimen from

the probe; and evaluating the obtained IR spectrum using one or more metrics, wherein the one or

more metrics determine normal tissue of the specimen from abnormal tissue of the specimen. The

method may further comprise identifying the normal tissue of the specimen from the abnormal

tissue of the specimen. In one aspect, the identifying may be used to provide an assessment of the

surgical margin made in the operating room by a surgeon as the abnormal tissue is removed. In

one aspect, determining normal tissue of the specimen from abnormal tissue of the specimen

comprises determining non-cancerous regions of the specimen from cancerous regions of the

specimen.



[0009] The method may comprise a reduced set of IR wavelengths comprising 10 or fewer

wavelengths. In one aspect, the reduced set of IR wavelengths comprises six wavelengths. In other

aspects, the reduced set of IR wavelengths comprises five, or fewer, wavelengths.

[0010] The one or more metrics used for evaluating the obtained IR spectrum may

comprise evaluating the IR spectrum using one or more of ratios of peak absorbances, principal

component scores, calibrant dot product scores, tissue scattering metrics, and baseline correction

metrics. The specimen may comprise in vivo tissue, resected tissue or skin.

[0011] In various aspects, performing IR spectroscopy on the specimen is performed using

an IR source comprising a quantum cascade IR laser (QCL).

[0012] Evaluating the obtained IR spectrum using one or more metrics and determining

normal tissue of the specimen from abnormal tissue of the specimen may be performed in 1minute

or less. In one aspect, evaluating the obtained IR spectrum using one or more metrics and

determining normal tissue of the specimen from abnormal tissue of the specimen may be

performed in 1 second or less.

[0013] Also disclosed herein is a system for discriminating tissue of a specimen. One

aspect of the system comprises an infrared (IR) source; a probe in communication with the IR

source via a fiber optic cable, wherein the probe is used to obtain an IR spectrum of the specimen

in response to a reduced set of IR wavelengths provided by the IR source; an IR detector, wherein

the IR detector receives the IR spectrum from the probe via a fiber optic cable; and a computing

device comprising a processor and a memory in communication with the processor, the memory

comprising computer-executable instructions, wherein the computing device receives a signal

representative of the detected IR spectrum from the IR detector and the computer-executable

instructions cause the processor to evaluate the obtained IR spectrum using one or more metrics,

wherein the one or more metrics discriminate normal tissue of the specimen from abnormal tissue

of the specimen.

[0014] In one aspect, the IR source of the system comprises a quantum cascade IR laser

(QCL) that is a tunable mid-infrared laser with a reduced set of selected IR wavelengths that have

been optimized for detecting chemical and molecular signatures of tissue specific lesions to

include, but not limited to, cancer, preneoplasia, intracellular accumulations (e.g. steatosis),

inflammation, and wound healing.

[0015] In one aspect, the probe of the system comprises an attenuated total reflection

(ATR) probe, which is used to perform IR spectroscopy on the specimen using the reduced set of

IR wavelengths. In other aspects, the probe comprises a fiber loop probe.



[0016] In one aspect, the IR detector of the system comprises a thermal microbolometer

array detector as available.

[0017] In one aspect, the computing device of the system executes computer-executable

instructions stored in the memory that cause the processor to identifying the normal tissue of the

specimen from the abnormal tissue of the specimen. In one aspect, the computing device displays

the identified normal tissue of the specimen and/or the identified abnormal tissue of the specimen

to a surgeon in an operating room, which is used to provide an assessment of the surgical margin

made in the operating room by the surgeon as the abnormal tissue is removed.

[0018] Further disclosed herein is a non-transitory computer-readable medium comprising

computer-executable code sections thereon for causing a computing device to perform the method

of receiving an IR spectrum of a specimen from a probe such as an attenuated total reflection

(ATR) probe or a fiber loop probe, wherein the probe has been used to perform infrared (IR)

spectroscopy on the specimen using wherein the IR spectroscopy is performed using a reduced set

of IR wavelengths; and evaluating the obtained IR spectrum using one or more metrics, wherein

the one or more metrics determine normal tissue of the specimen from abnormal tissue of the

specimen.

[0019] Additional advantages will be set forth in part in the description which follows or

may be learned by practice. The advantages will be realized and attained by means of the elements

and combinations particularly pointed out in the appended claims. It is to be understood that both

the foregoing general description and the following detailed description are exemplary and

explanatory only and are not restrictive, as claimed.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0020] The accompanying drawings, which are incorporated in and constitute a part of this

specification, illustrate embodiments and together with the description, serve to explain the

principles of the methods and systems. The patent or application file contains at least one drawing

executed in color. Copies of this patent or patent application publication with color drawing(s)

will be provided by the Office upon request and payment of the necessary fee:

FIG. 1 illustrates an exemplary system for discriminating tissue of a specimen;

FIG. 2 is a flowchart that illustrates an exemplary method of discriminating tissue of a

specimen;

FIG. 3 illustrates an exemplary computer that can be used for discriminating tissue of a

specimen;



FIG. 4 shows a portion of excised liver tissue extending across a tumor (lighter color in

the upper right portion);

FIG. 5A is a photograph of a resected piece of liver tissue about 2.5 cm wide with nontumor

portion in dark red at bottom right and tumor portion of lighter color at top left;

FIG. 5B is a photograph of an FTIR-ATR probe being pushed into the nontumor region;

FIG. 5C is a photograph showing the recording an IR spectra by holding the tissue against

the slightly recessed diamond tip of the FTIR-ATR probe in different locations of the nontumor

and tumor regions;

FIG. 5D is a photograph of a fiber loop probe being used to absorb an infrared absorption

spectrum of a skin cancer specimen;

FIG. 6 (top panel) is an overlay of 57 individual ATR spectra with blue and cyan traces

(generally the traces from the middle of the 57 traces toward the upper part of the panel) for

nontumor and red and magenta traces (generally the traces from the middle of the 57 traces toward

the bottom part of the upper panel) for tumor and FIG. 6 (bottom panel) is a plot that shows the

average spectra of the nontumor (blue upper line) and tumor (red middle line) groups. The

difference (green lower line) reveal wavelengths of potential interest for developing metrics,

where "Ml", "M2" and "M3" indicate the wavelength pairs of optimized metrics;

FIG. 7 is a histogram of t values from optimized metrics of individual nontumor (blue) 702

and tumor (red) 704 ATR spectra;

FIG. 8 illustrates an X matrix comprised of IR spectra arranged in rows;

FIG. 9 shows peak ratio metrics, i.e.

FIG. 10 illustrates the first 1 1 principal components of an X matrix comprised of 462,336

IR spectra of colorectal cancer metastatic to the liver;

FIG. 11 illustrates an average IR spectrum of the CCML Library compared to the IR

spectra of average liver protein, two types of ester-linked fat, glycogen, and polyvinyl alcohol that

were isolated in previous studies;

FIG. 12 illustrates that the three point parabolic correction of baseline (green bottom line)

1202 is subtracted from an IR spectrum (blue middle line) 1204 to yield a baseline corrected

spectrum (red upper line) 1206;

FIG. 13 illustrates that the IR spectra of a-helix 1302 and β-sheet 1304 extracted from a

library of protein IR spectra are used as calibrants;

FIG. 14 illustrates FTIR-ATR spectra scores for β-sheet vs a-helix from the tissue shown

in FIG. 4;



FIG. 15 illustrates β -sheet vs a-helix scores using data from 1500-1700 cm 1 in 16 cm 1

steps, i.e. only 13 wavelengths;

FIGS. 16A-16I illustrate greyscale images of different IR Metrics for comparison with an

H&E stain (left, FIG. 16A) showing the tumor and nontumor regions;

FIG. 17 illustrates the projection of metric scores Xr j onto a parameterized line between

the centroids of two chosen clusters (Clj and 2 ) ; each k-means cluster produces a distribution

of t values which can be plotted on the same histogram plot;

FIGS. 18A-18D illustrate projection histograms (FIGS. 18C and 18D) of t-values for each

k-means cluster onto a hyperdimensional line between the centroids of tumor (red, #8) and

nontumor (blue, #6) clusters;

FIG. 19 illustrates preliminary k-means cluster analysis of the CCML Library using 25

clusters and 5 IR metrics from FIG. 7;

FIGS. 20A and 20B illustrate that IR spectra of k-means cluster groups which are common

to all cases in the CCML Library with colors that match FIG. 12 and cluster numbers

FIGS. 21A and 21B illustrate SVM results of proof of concept probe experiment on two

cases of colorectal cancer metastatic two the liver showing good separation where FIG. 2 1A shows

a plot of M3, ratio of absorption at 1030 to that at 1000 cm 1, vs Ml, ratio of absorbtion at 1516

and 1572 cm 1, using blue/red for nontumor/tumor in 1st case and cyan/magenta for

nontumor/tumor in the 2nd. An SVM maximum margin line is shown with a black trace and the

support vectors are circled. FIG. 21B shows the perpendicular distance from the maximum margin

line, i.e. the decision equation values, presented as a histogram. One point was misidentified,

resulting in approximately 98% success;

FIGS. 22A and 22B illustrate histograms of decision equation values for two cases of

colorectal cancer metastatic to the liver. FIG. 22A uses full IR spectrum with 451 wavelengths

yielding an unoccupied hard SVM margin, i.e. the gap in the middle. At FIG. 22B, only 6 well-

chosen wavelengths (all in the range of QCL 1, a single QCL laser) are used: absorbance at 1410,

1472, 1542, 1584, and 1614 cm 1 is ratioed to that at 1510 cm 1 . Zero out of 57 are incorrectly

predicted;

FIG. 23 shows typical spectral ranges of the four quantum cascade lasers (QCLs) found

inside the most broadly tunable QCL systems;

FIGS. 24A-24E show decision equation histograms for the full spectra range (24A) with

no errors and then the four QCL ranges defined in FIG. 23 showing 0, 4, 3, and 2 errors out of 57

for QCL 1, QCL 2, QCL 3, and QCL 4, respectively;



FIG. 25 illustrates a summary of wavelength issues regarding probes and QCL systems.

The blue trace 2502 is the average IR spectrum of liver tissue from tissue slice studies showing

most of the full FTIR range. The black vertical dotted lines 2504 define the range of the ATR

probe on our FTIR spectrometer. The ranges of the four QCLs inside a typical broadly tunable

laser device are indicated with color dotted lines. Seven wavelengths that work well with QCL 1

(FIG. 22B and FIG. 29B) are shown with green filled circles 2506 and five wavelengths (FIG.

2IB) that work well with a broadly tunable QCL system are shown with red filled circles 2508;

FIG. 26A-26C illustrate proof of concept probe experiment on a live SKH1 mouse with

skin tumors. FIG. 26A illustrates a fiber loop probe attached to an FTIR spectrometer records an

IR spectrum upon touching mouse skin for -2.5 min per spectrum. FIG. 26B illustrates a total of

31 spectra were recorded both off (green) and on (red) tumors. FIG. 26C illustrate the average IR

spectrum off minus 3 times the average spectrum on tumor shows wavelengths useful for cancer

metrics;

FIGS. 27A and 27B illustrate a live SKH1 mouse with skin tumors labeled with capital

letters (FIG. 27A). FIG. 27B illustrates a plot of metric M6 vs M3 using green (left of decision

equation line) for nontumor and red (right of decision equation line) for tumor. The SVM support

vectors are circled and the SVM separating hyperplane, where the decision equation is zero, is

given with a black trace;

FIGS. 28A and 28B illustrate a histogram of decision equation values for SKH1 live mouse

skin probe measurements using a 0.25 bin size (FIG. 28A), and 28B, a metric plot with SVM

decision curve overlaid with measurements on healthy human skin showing good correspondence

with the SKH1 mouse results;

FIGS. 29A-29E illustrate histograms of decision equation values for skin tumors in a

SKH1 mouse using variable numbers of wavelengths where FIGS. 29A-29D show the number of

wavelengths was varied by successively doubling the skipped wavelengths giving 271, 68, 17, and

5 wavelengths. Wrong predictions start between 9 and 5 wavelengths. FIG. 29E shows that by

varying and optimizing the wavelengths, one can obtain zero wrong predictions with only 6

wavelengths (absorbance at 1488, 1521, 1585, 1593, and 1644 ratioed to that at 1530 cm 1) ;

FIGS. 30A and 30B illustrate IR imaging (FIG. 30B) and H&E stain image (FIG. 3OA)

were recorded on the identical tissue slice of colorectal cancer metastatic to the liver as indicated

with the red boxes. The IR was recorded in 4 smaller boxes that are merged into one by software

programs;

FIGS. 31A-31C illustrate H&E (FIG. 3 1A) and IR metrics (FIG. 3IB) are represented as



greyscale images for the identical piece of tissue. Comparison to the H&E stain (FIG. 31C) reveals

the nontumor and tumor portions. These metrics were combined at input to perform k-means

clustering and SVM analysis which correlates the morphology of H&E with the biomolecular

chemistry of IR. The IR seems to be better at detecting tumor; and

FIGS. 32A-32C illustrate nonlinear SVM decision equation histograms for the lymphocyte

rich, nontumor, and tumor groups of colorectal cancer metastatic to the liver (FIG. 32A). FIG. 32B

illustrate these results can also be presented as images showing that there is more information in

the decision equation than just classification into the group when d>0. FIG. 32C illustrates an

H&E image reference for the decision equation images.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0021] Before the present methods and systems are disclosed and described, it is to be

understood that the methods and systems are not limited to specific synthetic methods, specific

components, or to particular compositions. It is also to be understood that the terminology used

herein is for the purpose of describing particular embodiments only and is not intended to be

limiting.

[0022] As used in the specification and the appended claims, the singular forms "a," "an"

and "the" include plural referents unless the context clearly dictates otherwise. Ranges may be

expressed herein as from "about" one particular value, and/or to "about" another particular value.

When such a range is expressed, another embodiment includes from the one particular value and/or

to the other particular value. Similarly, when values are expressed as approximations, by use of

the antecedent "about," it will be understood that the particular value forms another embodiment.

It will be further understood that the endpoints of each of the ranges are significant both in relation

to the other endpoint, and independently of the other endpoint.

[0023] "Optional" or "optionally" means that the subsequently described event or

circumstance may or may not occur, and that the description includes instances where said event

or circumstance occurs and instances where it does not.

[0024] Throughout the description and claims of this specification, the word "comprise"

and variations of the word, such as "comprising" and "comprises," means "including but not

limited to," and is not intended to exclude, for example, other additives, components, integers or

steps. "Exemplary" means "an example of and is not intended to convey an indication of a

preferred or ideal embodiment. "Such as" is not used in a restrictive sense, but for explanatory

purposes.



[0025] Disclosed are components that can be used to perform the disclosed methods and

systems. These and other components are disclosed herein, and it is understood that when

combinations, subsets, interactions, groups, etc. of these components are disclosed that while

specific reference of each various individual and collective combinations and permutation of these

may not be explicitly disclosed, each is specifically contemplated and described herein, for all

methods and systems. This applies to all aspects of this application including, but not limited to,

steps in disclosed methods. Thus, if there are a variety of additional steps that can be performed it

is understood that each of these additional steps can be performed with any specific embodiment

or combination of embodiments of the disclosed methods.

[0026] The present methods and systems may be understood more readily by reference to

the following detailed description of preferred embodiments and the Examples included therein

and to the Figures and their previous and following description.

[0027] As will be appreciated by one skilled in the art, the methods and systems may take

the form of an entirely hardware embodiment, an entirely software embodiment, or an embodiment

combining software and hardware aspects. Furthermore, the methods and systems may take the

form of a computer program product on a computer-readable storage medium having computer-

readable program instructions (e.g., computer software) embodied in the storage medium. More

particularly, the present methods and systems may take the form of web-implemented computer

software. Any suitable computer-readable storage medium may be utilized including hard disks,

CD-ROMs, optical storage devices, or magnetic storage devices.

[0028] Embodiments of the methods and systems are described below with reference to

block diagrams and flowchart illustrations of methods, systems, apparatuses and computer

program products. It will be understood that each block of the block diagrams and flowchart

illustrations, and combinations of blocks in the block diagrams and flowchart illustrations,

respectively, can be implemented by computer program instructions. These computer program

instructions may be loaded onto a general purpose computer, special purpose computer, or other

programmable data processing apparatus to produce a machine, such that the instructions which

execute on the computer or other programmable data processing apparatus create a means for

implementing the functions specified in the flowchart block or blocks.

[0029] These computer program instructions may also be stored in a computer-readable

memory that can direct a computer or other programmable data processing apparatus to function

in a particular manner, such that the instructions stored in the computer-readable memory produce

an article of manufacture including computer-readable instructions for implementing the function



specified in the flowchart block or blocks. The computer program instructions may also be loaded

onto a computer or other programmable data processing apparatus to cause a series of operational

steps to be performed on the computer or other programmable apparatus to produce a computer-

implemented process such that the instructions that execute on the computer or other

programmable apparatus provide steps for implementing the functions specified in the flowchart

block or blocks.

[0030] Accordingly, blocks of the block diagrams and flowchart illustrations support

combinations of means for performing the specified functions, combinations of steps for

performing the specified functions and program instruction means for performing the specified

functions. It will also be understood that each block of the block diagrams and flowchart

illustrations, and combinations of blocks in the block diagrams and flowchart illustrations, can be

implemented by special purpose hardware-based computer systems that perform the specified

functions or steps, or combinations of special purpose hardware and computer instructions.

[0031] Described herein is an infrared attenuated total reflection (ATR) probe and

discriminating software that can rapidly (on the timescale of seconds) discriminate abnormal tissue

processes from those of normal tissue during: surgery, physical examination of in-situ lesions,

and in the assessment of biopsy and resected tissue specimens. Non-limiting examples provided

herein demonstrate discrimination of cancerous from noncancerous tissues. The discriminating

software, i.e. the metrics, algorithms, calibrant spectra, and decision equations, provide a

determination of whether the tissue is abnormal or normal using a minimum of infrared (IR)

wavelengths in order to be measured rapidly. The disclosed probe embodiments can record IR

metrics approximately 1000 times faster than current commercial instruments, i.e. on a timescale

fast enough for clinical use. In one aspect, the probe comprises a tunable mid-infrared laser with

a small set of selected wavelengths that have been optimized for detecting the chemical and

molecular signatures of tissue specific lesions to include, but not limited to, cancer, preneoplasia,

intracellular accumulations (e.g. steatosis), inflammation, and wound healing.

[0032] FIG. 1 illustrates an exemplary system 100 for discriminating tissue of a specimen

101 . As shown in FIG. 1, the system 100 comprises an IR source 102. In one aspect, the IR source

102 comprises a quantum cascade IR laser (QCL) that is a tunable mid-infrared laser with a

reduced set of selected IR wavelengths that have been optimized for detecting the chemical and

molecular signatures of tissue specific lesions to include, but not limited to, cancer, preneoplasia,

intracellular accumulations (e.g. steatosis), inflammation, and wound healing. For example, the

IR source 102 may comprise an liber Tuner™ QCL as available from Daylight Solutions (San



Diego, California) with a fiber optic mount. The selected IR wavelengths are provided to a

specimen 101 via a fiber optic cable 104 and a probe 106. As used herein, "specimen" includes

in vivo tissue, resected tissue, skin, and the like. In one aspect, the probe 106 comprises an

attenuated total reflection (ATR) probe, which is used to perform IR spectroscopy on the specimen

101 using the reduced set of IR wavelength. For example, the probe 106 may be a ReactIR 15

probe as available from Mettler-Toledo (Beaumont Leys, Leicester). The probe 106 is also used

to obtain an IR spectrum of the specimen 101 in response to the provided IR wavelengths. The

IR spectrum is passed from the probe 106 to an IR detector 108 via a fiber optic cable 110. For

example, the detector 109 may comprise a thermal microbolometer array detector as available

from Sofradir EC, Inc. (Fairfield, NJ). The detector 108 provides a signal representative of the

detected IR spectrum to a computing device 112. The computing device evaluates the obtained

IR spectrum using one or more metrics, wherein the one or more metrics discriminate normal

tissue 114 of the specimen 101 from abnormal tissue 116 of the specimen 101. The IR source 102

may also be controlled by the computing device 112. The computing device comprises a

processor. The processor may comprise a plurality of processors that are in communication with

one another. As noted herein, processor refers to a physical hardware device that executes encoded

instructions for performing functions on inputs and creating outputs. Exemplary processors for

use in this disclosure are described herein in relation to FIG. 3 .

[0033] It currently takes approximately 15 hours of FTIR imaging on tissue slices to record

the data from one cancer patient. IR laser-based, hyperspectral imaging will improve this, but such

devices will not soon be ready for in-situ use. However, an FTIR-ATR probe such as illustrated

in FIG. 1 only takes a minute or so to record IR spectra. The replacement of the FTIR light source

with a tunable midIR laser such as a QCL, reduces the data acquisition time to a few seconds.

The system illustrated in FIG. 1 can make measurements and report a decision equation result in

approximately one second. If measurements are made at six wavelengths and the FTIR-ATR

probe can make measurements at 451 wavelengths in approximately 60 s, then the IR laser as

illustrated in FIG. 1 is 75 times faster, thus requiring less than one second.

[0034] FIG. 2 is a flowchart that illustrates an exemplary method of discriminating tissue

of a specimen. In FIG. 2, the exemplary method comprises 202, performing infrared (IR)

spectroscopy on a specimen using an attenuated total reflection (ATR) probe, wherein the IR

spectroscopy is performed using a reduced set of IR wavelengths. For example, the reduced set

of IR wavelengths comprises 10 or fewer wavelengths. In one non-limiting example, the reduced

set of IR wavelengths comprises six wavelengths. The specimen may comprise in vivo tissue,



resected tissue, skin, and the like. In one aspect, IR spectroscopy on the specimen is performed

on the specimen using, for example, an IR source comprising a quantum cascade IR laser (QCL).

At 204, an IR spectrum of the specimen is obtained from the ATR probe. At 206, the obtained IR

spectrum is evaluated using one or more metrics, wherein the one or more metrics determine

normal tissue of the specimen from abnormal tissue of the specimen. In one aspect, determining

normal tissue of the specimen from abnormal tissue of the specimen comprises determining non

cancerous regions of the specimen from cancerous regions of the specimen. In various aspects,

evaluating the obtained IR spectrum using one or more metrics comprises evaluating the IR

spectrum using one or more of ratios of peak absorbances, principal component scores, calibrant

dot product scores, tissue scattering metrics, or baseline correction metrics. Evaluating the

obtained IR spectrum using one or more metrics is performed using a computing device such as

that shown and described herein. The method described in relation to FIG. 2 of evaluating the

obtained IR spectrum using one or more metrics and determining normal tissue of the specimen

from abnormal tissue of the specimen can be performed in one second or less.

[0035] The system has been described above as comprised of units. One skilled in the art

will appreciate that this is a functional description and that the respective functions can be

performed by software, hardware, or a combination of software and hardware. A unit can be

software, hardware, or a combination of software and hardware. The units can comprise software

for discriminating tissue of a specimen. In one exemplary aspect, the units can comprise a

computing device that comprises a processor 321 as illustrated in FIG. 3 and described below.

[0036] FIG. 3 illustrates an exemplary computer that can be used for discriminating tissue

of a specimen. As used herein, "computer" may include a plurality of computers. The computers

may include one or more hardware components such as, for example, a processor 321, a random

access memory (RAM) module 322, a read-only memory (ROM) module 323, a storage 324, a

database 325, one or more input/output (I/O) devices 326, and an interface 327. Alternatively

and/or additionally, the computer may include one or more software components such as, for

example, a computer-readable medium including computer executable instructions for performing

a method associated with the exemplary embodiments. It is contemplated that one or more of the

hardware components listed above may be implemented using software. For example, storage

324 may include a software partition associated with one or more other hardware components. It

is understood that the components listed above are exemplary only and not intended to be limiting.

[0037] Processor 321 may include one or more processors, each configured to execute

instructions and process data to perform one or more functions associated with a computer for



discriminating tissue of a specimen. Processor 321 may be communicatively coupled to RAM

322, ROM 323, storage 324, database 325, I/O devices 326, and interface 327. Processor 321 may

be configured to execute sequences of computer program instructions to perform various

processes. The computer program instructions may be loaded into RAM 322 for execution by

processor 321.

[0038] RAM 322 and ROM 323 may each include one or more devices for storing

information associated with operation of processor 321. For example, ROM 323 may include a

memory device configured to access and store information associated with the computer, including

information for identifying, initializing, and monitoring the operation of one or more components

and subsystems. RAM 322 may include a memory device for storing data associated with one or

more operations of processor 321. For example, ROM 323 may load instructions into RAM 322

for execution by processor 321 .

[0039] Storage 324 may include any type of mass storage device configured to store

information that processor 321 may need to perform processes consistent with the disclosed

embodiments. For example, storage 324 may include one or more magnetic and/or optical disk

devices, such as hard drives, CD-ROMs, DVD-ROMs, or any other type of mass media device.

[0040] Database 325 may include one or more software and/or hardware components that

cooperate to store, organize, sort, filter, and/or arrange data used by the computer and/or processor

321. For example, database 325 may store the wavelengths used for performing infrared (IR)

spectroscopy on a specimen using an attenuated total reflection (ATR) probe, wherein the IR

spectroscopy is performed using a reduced set of IR wavelengths. The database 325 may also

store the IR spectrum of the specimen is obtained from the ATR probe and the one or more metrics

that are used to determine normal tissue of the specimen from abnormal tissue of the specimen. It

is contemplated that database 325 may store additional and/or different information than that listed

above.

[0041] I/O devices 326 may include one or more components configured to communicate

information with a user associated with computer. For example, I/O devices may include a console

with an integrated keyboard and mouse to allow a user to maintain a database of IR spectrums,

metrics and the like. I/O devices 326 may also include a display including a graphical user

interface (GUI) for outputting information on a monitor. I/O devices 326 may also include

peripheral devices such as, for example, a printer for printing information associated with the

computer, a user-accessible disk drive (e.g., a USB port, a floppy, CD-ROM, or DVD-ROM drive,

etc.) to allow a user to input data stored on a portable media device, a microphone, a speaker



system, or any other suitable type of interface device.

[0042] Interface 327 may include one or more components configured to transmit and

receive data via a communication network, such as the Internet, a local area network, a workstation

peer-to-peer network, a direct link network, a wireless network, or any other suitable

communication platform. For example, interface 327 may include one or more modulators,

demodulators, multiplexers, demultiplexers, network communication devices, wireless devices,

antennas, modems, and any other type of device configured to enable data communication via a

communication network.

EXAMPLES

[0043] The following examples are set forth below to illustrate the methods and results

according to the disclosed subject matter. These examples are not intended to be inclusive of all

aspects of the subject matter disclosed herein, but rather to illustrate representative methods and

results. These examples are not intended to exclude equivalents and variations of the present

invention which are apparent to one skilled in the art.

[0044] Efforts have been made to ensure accuracy with respect to numbers (e.g. , amounts,

temperature, etc.) but some errors and deviations should be accounted for. Unless indicated

otherwise, parts are parts by weight, temperature is in °C or is at ambient temperature, and pressure

is at or near atmospheric. There are numerous variations and combinations of reaction conditions,

e.g., component concentrations, temperatures, pressures and other reaction ranges and conditions

that can be used to optimize the product purity and yield obtained from the described process.

Example 1 - Proof of Concept with Experimental FTIR-ATR Probe Data for Cancer

[0045] Infrared (IR) spectra were recorded by touching a diamond tip FTIR-ATR probe to

liver tissues resected from patients with colorectal cancer metastatic to the liver, though probes

having tips comprised of other materials are contemplated as being within the scope of this

disclosure. A model based on the ratio of absorbances at selected IR wavelengths employed

relative weightings that were optimized for separation of tumor and nontumor tissues. The model

quantifies the contributions of each metric, enabling the performance of different metrics to be

quantitatively compared. The model of this example also employs only 6 different wavelengths,

so the prospect of even faster measurements arises by the measurement of absorption at just these

wavelengths rather than wavelengths across the full IR spectral range.

[0046] Portions of remnant liver tissue containing both cancer-bearing tissue and normal

surrounding liver tissue were obtained from the Department of Pathology at The Ohio State

University (Columbus, OH) at the time of the patient's planned surgical procedure. FIG. 4 shows



a portion of excised liver tissue extending across a tumor (lighter color in the upper right portion).

Tissue acquisition and utilization was approved by the Institutional Review Board (No.

201 1C0085). Tissue samples were obtained from two patients both with colorectal cancer

metastatic to the liver. Immediately after collection, the tissue specimens were snap frozen in

liquid nitrogen (77 K) to preserve structural integrity for further analyses. Another sample from

a second patient is pictured in FIG. 5a, where the tumor is lighter and lying at the top left of the

image. A diamond tip FTIR-ATR probe (0.6 cm diameter and 150 cm length) working with a

Mettler Toledo ReactIR 15 spectrometer is shown touching the tissue in FIG. 5b while recording

an IR spectra. This specific probe has a recessed diamond tip for recording IR spectra of solutions

and is less than ideal for tissue work. In spite of the physical constraints shown in FIG. 5c

associated with pressing tissues onto the probe, the experiments worked very well. The FTIR used

a liquid nitrogen-cooled MCT detector and IR spectra were recorded with 64 accumulations, from

900-1800 cm 1, with a resolution of 4 cm 1, and requiring approximately one minute per spectrum.

The ATR probe system collected data in 1.86 cm 1 steps, so the spectral absorptions were linearly

interpolated with a MATLAB (R2013a, MathWorks) 'interpl' function from 900 to 1800 cm 1 in

steps of 2 cm 1 in order to better match and compare to other spectra. All individual FTIR-ATR

spectra are plotted in the top panel of FIG. 6 . A set of 19 spectra were collected on the nontumor

(blue) and 18 on the tumor (red) of the first case, while 10 spectra were collected on the nontumor

(cyan) and 10 spectra on the tumor (magenta) of the second case. Relative to traditional FTIR,

this ATR data corresponds to a smaller spectral range of approximately 900-1700 cm 1 and there

is a noticeable positive offset in absorbance. Also, the peak positions are slightly different than

that from traditional FTIR because the penetration of the evanescent IR wave from the ATR tip

into the tissue varies with wavelength. The largest peak is the amide I band (approximately 1656

cm 1) and the second largest is the amide II band (approximately 1554 cm 1), both which are

dominated by protein in the samples. While the top panel of FIG. 6 shows large variations in the

initial measurements, the bottom panel of FIG. 6 shows the averages of the tumor and nontumor

spectra. Significant differences exist (shown in green) revealing that it is possible to discern

metrics that distinguish tumors.

[0047] The process of discovering IR metrics started by collecting the individual nontumor

spectra of both cases as rows in matrix X I and the individual tumor spectra of both cases as rows

in matrix X2. The average spectra of the tumor (red) and nontumor (blue) groups are shown in

the bottom panel of FIG. 6 . There is less IR intensity and less structure in the tumor group in

general that reveals a lower concentration of biomolecules in general in this type of tumor. In



spite of variations in the absorption offsets, the nontumor and tumor groups have similar average

offsets. A difference (green) of average nontumor minus average tumor is shown in at the bottom

panel of FIG. 6 . There are maxima in the nontumor minus tumor difference at 1642 (amide I),

1546 (amide II), 1454, 1402, 1238, 1154, 1082, and 1028 (glycogen) cm -1 and the search for

metrics concentrated on these wavelengths. The metrics were scaled ratios of absorbance at

selected wavelengths. Initially, while starting with 16 metrics based on ratios of absorbance at

peak wavelengths selected from previous work, but this was reduced to the three most important

metrics by a metric optimization (see below). The following discussion only uses the three best

metrics, but any number can be employed. The three metrics found to be most effective in

separating nontumor and tumor were:

l sS cm- l / s72cm- l ] (1)

where j values are relative weights for each metric (to be determined by fitting) and l xcm - i is

the measured absorbance at a particular value x in cm 1 . Only the relative values of the j are

important, so they were normalized such that = 1 . The positions of the critical pairs of

wavenumbers are labeled in the bottom panel of FIG. 6 with "Ml", "M2", and "M3" for each

metric. The values of the metrics for the nontumor spectra of both cases were collected as rows in

matrix Xrl, i.e. the metrics of equation (1) are the elements of a row vector in Xrl. Likewise, the

metrics for the individual tumor spectra of both cases were collected as rows of the matrix Xr2.

The "r" in these names stands for "reduced" since the metric matrices have only three columns,

while the raw data in the XI and X2 matrices have 451 columns for each wavenumber step in the

IR spectrum. [Note that this reduction from 451 to 6 wavelengths is one feature (but not the only

feature) that enables the laser-based probe to be much faster.] The Xrl (nontumor) and Xr2

(tumor) matrices have a column for each metric and row for each spectrum. Organization of the

data in this form enables the optimization of both the relative weights { and the best

wavelengths (x in cm 1) for a best set of metrics in the next section of this disclosure.

[0048] The figure of merit (FOM) for optimization involved comparing the average of the

spreads of the nontumor and tumor ( 2) metric values relative to the distance between the

centroids (D12 ) of the nontumor and tumor groups:

where Clj and C2j are the centroids or average metric values for the nontumor and tumor groups,

respectively, and j = 1,2, ... m is an index for the metrics. The centroids are the averages down



the columns of the Xrl and Xr2 matrices. The sums are over the metrics. The d l and d 2 values

are the averages of the Euclidean distances for the nontumor and tumor groups, respectively, from

their corresponding centroid. They arise from the individual Euclidean distances d l and d 2 2 ,

where i l = 1, 2 , ... n for the nontumor spectra and i 2 = 1, 2 , ... n 2 for the tumor spectra. In terms

of the metric matrices the individual distances of the nontumor and tumor groups are:

(3)

where the sums are over the metrics. Given a choice of metrics such as equation (1), the best fit

values are determined by minimizing FOM with respect to j the metric weights, which is the

same as maximizing the separation between the tumor and nontumor groups. This was

accomplished by writing a MATLAB routine using the "fminsearch" function. A function was

written and called by "fminsearch" which calculated the weighted metrics, centroids, distances,

and FOM given an initial set of metric weights. The result was an optimized and normalized set

of (Xj . Many other metrics were tried besides the ones reported in Table 1, below; however, the

others had j values that were considerably smaller, so they were dropped from consideration.

The wavenumber positions in the metric definitions were also varied manually, to minimize the

FOM and maximize separation between tumor and nontumor. The resulting centroids and best fit

metric weights are given in Table 1 . Table 1 shows experimental average ratio of absorbances for

nontumor and tumor groups (2nd and 3rd rows), optimized and normalized metric weights (4th

row), and centroids based on weighted metrics (5th and 6th rows) associated with FOM=0.1488.

The metrics are defined as j l x c _i// 2cm- 1 , where x l and x2 are 1556 and 1572 for metric 1,

1158 and 1182 for metric 2, and 1032 and 1000 for metric 3, respectively, which were also

optimized.

[0049] Comparison of the first two numbers in a column for a metric gives the

experimental difference in the metric measurements between nontumor and tumor groups which

amounts to 0.0929, 0.1342, and 0.1588 for Ml, M2, and M3 respectively. However, the figure of

merit necessarily accounts for the spread or errors in these numbers leading to the optimized

weights given as the third number in each column. After the optimized weights are determined,

the difference between the weighted centroids, i.e. the fourth and fifth number in each column, are

0.0702, 0.0316, and 0.0971 for Ml, M2, and M3, respectively. Now the size reveals the relative

importance. These results are relative and can be normalized yielding 35.3%, 15.9% and 48.8%

as the importance of each metric for Ml, M2, and M3, respectively. Metric M3 is the most

important metric in this set which was culled from 16 initial metrics.



Metric j M l M2 M3

Exp. Avg. Nontumor Ratio of Absorbances 1.0507 1.1402 1.1317

Exp. Avg. Tumor Ratio of Absorbances 0.9578 1.0060 0.9729

Metric Weight, j 0.7552 0.2253 0.61 17

Nontumor Centroid, Clj 0.7935 0.2683 0.6923

Tumor Centroid, C2j 0.7233 0.2367 0.5952

Table I

[0050] Projection of Hyperdimensional Metrics. Hyperdimensional data can be difficult

to visualize. However in this case, the data came in the form of two groups, tumor and nontumor,

so the hyperdimensional metric data was projected onto a line defined by the centroids of the

nontumor (CI ) and tumor ( 2 ) groups. The projection yields a parameterized value or t value

for the metrics of each individual spectrum. The tvalues for the nontumor (tl
i:L

) and tumor groups

(t2
i2
) are given by:

[0051] The average nontumor group metric has a projected tvalue of 0, while the average

tumor group has a projected tvalue of 1. The occurrence of tvalues (a unitless quantity) is shown

as a histogram in FIG. 7 using bins of 0.17. FIG. 7 is a histogram of t values from optimized

metrics of individual nontumor (blue) 702 and tumor (red) 704 ATR spectra. Optimization with

weighted metrics gives optimal separation of these distributions with a separating line at t=0.60.

Nontumor results are shown in blue and the tumor results are shown in red. Using this method of

optimized weights, only one nontumor score out of 57 total spectra falls under the tumor

distribution, i.e. a success rate of approximately 98%.

[0052] The results in Table 1 can be used to predict whether any general ATR spectrum

of liver tissue corresponds to tumor or nontumor. If one measures the ATR ratio of absorbances

Qxicm-iflx2cm-i) a e Pa ir s °f wavenumbers specified by the x l and x2 wavenumbers for each

of the three metrics, then a nontumor/tumor prediction can be rendered using the results in Table

1 . One multiplies each ratio of absorbances by the corresponding metric weight { producing a

three element row vector like Xrl^ (or Xr2 i2 )of equation (4). The measured values of Xrl^

(or Xr2 i2 ) are combined with the C2j and Clj centroid values from Table 1 to determine a t
value using equation (4). In this case, if t >0.60, then tumor has been detected and if t <0.60,



then nontumor is detected. One should make as many measurements as time allows in order to

get a good statistical assessment of a subject like a surgical margin.

[0053] Simple FTIR-ATR probe measurements requiring approximately one minute of

data acquisition time each have been shown to reliably determine whether liver tissues contain

tumors for two cases of colorectal cancer metastatic to the liver. A method was developed which

involved weighting metrics based on ratios of absorbances at selected wavelengths. Three metrics

were found to be efficient at distinguishing tumor and nontumor. The first metric measures the

steepness of the high wavenumber side of the amide II band of protein backbones, i.e. changes in

protein between nontumor and tumor regions are readily apparent. Since albumin is a dominant

protein in normal liver and since it is an a-helix dominated structure, it is likely that cancerous

transformation will on average reduce a-helix and increase other protein secondary structures such

as β-sheet in liver tissues. The second and third metrics measure peaks at 1158 and 1032 cm 1

which are reduced on average in the tumor spectra and may be related to polysaccharides like

glycogen. One can assess their relative importance by calculating C2j — Clj for each metric using

the data in Table 1 which gives the relative importance as 0.36, 0.15, and 0.49 for metrics 1, 2,

and 3, respectively. In these particular cases, the peak at 1032 cm 1, which may have large

contributions from glycogen, is quite important for discerning tumor. While the current model

has been kept simple by only using three metrics, one can also use the method to weigh other

metrics against the current set. New metrics can always be added to the model and their

importance can be assessed. Since absorbances were only required at six different wavelengths

with this particular model, there is the prospect of making much faster measurements with non-

FTIR technologies, such as a with a tunable midIR laser, at only these six wavelengths. An

increase in speed associated with direct measurements of the metrics rather than the whole spectra

will render these methods useful in real-time during surgery or in a clinical setting.

[0054] IR Metrics. There are many other metrics besides ratios of peak absorbances that

can be used in practice to evaluate IR spectra of tissues including principal component scores,

calibrant dot product scores, tissue scattering metrics, and baseline correction metrics. All of these

metrics are extracted from matrix representations of the data, i.e. matrices are created in which

each row contains an IR spectrum (either different spectral measurements with an IR probe or for

each pixel in an IR imaging data set). We call this matrix the X matrix as shown in FIG. 8, which

is comprised of IR spectra arranged in rows. We have written MATLAB programs that include

all five of the above mentioned types of metrics and can quantify the importance of different

metrics even when they are of different types with our metric optimization method described



herein.

[0055] Peak Ratio Metrics. A peak ratio metric is the absorbance at one wavelength

divided by the absorbance at another wavelength as shown in FIG. 9, which shows peak ratio

metrics, i.e. 2 In terms of the X matrix, this is for pixel i at wavelengths j 2 and

jl. Peak ratio metrics do not vary with sample thickness, require a small number of wavelengths,

and can be chosen at wavelengths for pairs of biomolecules of interest.

[0056] Principal Component Scores. Principal component analysis (PCA) finds the

eigenvectors (W) of the matrix X T X , i.e. W = eigs (X X). The eigenvectors in this case are

an orthogonal set of vectors that look like IR spectra and are ordered by their contributions to

variance. Libraries or X matrices are constructed for tissues of interest and FIG. 10 shows the

principal components of a library for colorectal cancer metastatic to the liver. FIG. 10 illustrates

the first 11 principal components of an X matrix consisting of 462,336 IR spectra of colorectal

cancer metastatic to the liver, i.e. the CCML Library (described later). One can obtain a score

(Sp C ) or metric for each principal component for each IR spectrum in the X matrix with S C = X

W. Since this type of principal component score involves all of the wavelengths, these scores are

not the most useful for this project, but they guide the construction of useful metrics. This metric

is a purely mathematical investigation of changes from the average.

[0057] Calibrant Dot Product Scores. Many biomolecules are known to be in tissues

including many types of proteins, phospholipids, triglycerides, and polysaccharides. If a matrix C

is constructed with rows containing the IR spectra of calibrant molecules, then scores (S ) or

metrics of each IR spectrum in the X matrix are obtained with S = X CT . In practice, it is

useful to normalize all IR spectra before calculating these scores. Calibrant IR spectra useful for

liver tissue are shown in FIG. 11. FIG. 11 illustrates an average IR spectrum of the CCML Library

compared to the IR spectra of average liver protein, two types of ester-linked fat, glycogen, and

polyvinyl alcohol that were isolated in previous studies. Dotted indicate that are examined to

identify these types of biomolecules.

[0058] Baseline CorrectionMetrics. The great abundance of IR work on tissues concerns

absorption, but it turns out that tissues have very important scattering contributions because cells

have changes in index of refraction associated with structures whose size matches the wavelength

of probing IR light (approximately 2-20 µ ) . Scattering is typically ignored by a flattening of the

baseline. One simple way to flatten the baseline of an IR spectrum is to pick three points that are

isolated from the fundamental vibrations, for instance in this example we take the absorptions at

800, 1800, and 3900 cm 1. These three points determine exactly the three unknowns (A, B, C) in a



parabolic equation, Abs = Av 2 + Bv + , whose values are in turn used to determine a more

physically meaningful form, Abs = ( —β 2 + γ , where = A (curvature), β = —B/ 2A

(position of the minimum), and γ = C —B2 / 4A (absorbance offset at minimum) as illustrated

in FIG. 12. FIG. 12 illustrates that the three point parabolic correction of baseline (green) 1202 is

subtracted for an IR raw spectrum (blue) 1204 to yield a baseline corrected spectrum (red) 1206.

Instead of throwing away the baseline correction results, we can use them as metrics. Given the

, β , γ metrics, the parabolic baseline is subtracted from each IR spectrum in the X matrix yielding

a baseline-corrected X matrix. We calculate one further metric that is the norm of each baseline

corrected IR spectrum. This final metric, the norm of baseline corrected tissue spectra, provides

a single number that quantifies the total amount of biomolecules in the tissue. It turns out to be

very important in both distinguishing cancer and in distinguishing cell structures.

[0059] Metric Examples. Software has been developed that calculates all of the above

types of metrics, then the user selects the metrics for comparison by optimization using weighted

metrics. The following sections show some results of this metric work. There is an example using

FTIR-ATR probe data and there are some examples with a library of full range IR spectra of

colorectal cancer metastatic to the liver.

[0060] Calibrant Scores with FTIR-ATR Probe Data. A recently published a paper [J. V.

Coe, S.V. Nystrom, Z. Chen, R. Li, D. Verreault, C.L. Hitchcock, E.W. Martin Jr., andH.C. Allen,

"Extracting Infrared Spectra of Protein Secondary Structures using a Library of Protein Spectra

and the Ramachandran Plot", J. Phys. Chem B, 119:41 13079-13092 (2015)], incorporated by

reference, described extracting the IR spectra of pure a-helix and β-sheet from a library of protein

IR spectra as shown in FIG. 13. FIG. 13 illustrates that the IR spectra of a-helix (red) 1302 and

β-sheet (green) 1304 extracted from a library of protein IR spectra are used as calibrants. The a -

helix and β-sheet secondary protein structures are the most common ones and their IR spectra are

very different. Since normal liver is -80% albumin protein which is dominated by a-helix, the

transformation of normal liver to tumor will produce a reduction in a-helix and an increase in β-

sheet structures. A plot of the β-sheet vs a-helix and calibrant scores using normalized FTIR-

ATR probe spectra from the tissue in FIG. 4 is shown in FIG. 14. FIG. 14 illustrates FTIR-ATR

spectra scores for β-sheet vs a-helix from the tissue shown in FIG. 4 . The results show complete

separation of tumor (red) 1402 and nontumor (green) 1404 groups. Clearly other metrics based

on biomolecular understanding are also valuable for distinguishing tumor and nontumor tissues.

[0061] While these are good metrics and they lead to new biomolecular understanding,

they each involve 301 wavelengths and so are not appropriate for use with a Fast IR Probe. By



limiting the range to between 1500 and 1700 cm 1 and using only results spaced by 16 cm 1 through

this range, the set is reduced to just 13 wavelengths. The reduction in wavelengths still exhibits

separation of tumor 1502 and nontumor tissue 1504 as shown in FIG. 15, i.e. measurements could

be made 23 times faster, reducing one minute of acquisition time to just a few seconds. FIG. 15

illustrates β-sheet vs a-helix scores using data from 1500-1700 cm 1 in 16 cm 1 steps, i.e. only 13

wavelengths. Also, the laser system can make a comparable measurement faster, so it becomes

possible to make metric measurements on the timescale of a second or so. Again, this makes its

use in the operating room feasible, and in a clinic, convenient.

[0062] Colorectal Cancer Metastatic to the Liver Library with FTIR Imaging Data. A

unique library of IR imaging spectra for Colorectal Cancer Metastatic to the Liver (CCML

Library) has been created by Professors Heather Allen and James Coe, in collaboration with

several pathologists, Charles L . Hitchcock MD PhD and Dr. Tatiana Oberyszyn, and a team of

surgical oncologists headed by Edward Martin, Jr. MD from The James, The Ohio State University

Comprehensive Cancer Center. The liver is one of the most common sites for metastatic cancers.

The library consists of 462,336 IR spectra from eight imaging experiments with 7 different

patients. The tissues were collected with permission from patients having liver tumor resections

(IRB # 201 1C0085, reapproved 8/21/14). The library is unique because the tissues are snap frozen

and prepared for the IR microscope without the standard fixation (neutral buffered formalin

solution, then dehydration with a sequence of graded ethanols, xylene, and finally paraffin). By

only snap freezing, the natural fats are retained in the tissues, and thus denaturation of the proteins

is significantly lessened. The IR imaging spectra have a 750-4000 cm 1 range, a spectral resolution

of 4 cm 1, a spatial resolution of approximately six µπ , and require about 15 hours of scanning to

cover a 2 mm by 2 mm area of a tissue slice. The purpose of this library is to enable data mining

for the development of the best IR metrics. The first 11principal components of the CCML library

were already displayed in FIG. 10.

[0063] Comparing Different Metrics with CCML Library. An example of the quantitative

comparison used eight metrics chosen from the different types: 1) peak ratio at 1024 and 1080

cm 1, 2) peak ratio at 1032 and 1000 cm 1 which is M3, the best from the ATR-FTIR study

described above, 3) the baseline correction curvature, 4) the norm after baseline correction, 5)

principal component #6, 6) principle component #10, 7) the calibrant glycogen, and 8) the

calibrant triglyceride. Previously, the probe experiments were performed on either a tumor or

nontumor region; however, this is not known in advance in FTIR imaging microscope work. This

process proceeds with a 25 cluster k-means cluster analysis on the whole CCML Library, which



identifies each image pixel with one of 25 clusters along and then allows calculation of each

cluster's IR spectrum. Several clusters were chosen and used to construct an XI matrix for

nontumor and several other cluster groups were used to construct an X2 matrix for tumor. These

are subsets of the X matrix. The weights of each of the eight metrics were optimized for separation

of tumor and nontumor in this example. It should be understood that the results pertain to the

specific choice of clusters groups identified as tumor and nontumor. If one uses a different choice,

one obtains different results. The scores of each metric were plotted as greyscale images for

comparison to an H&E stain for a particular case (Case 8) in FIG. 16. FIGS. 16A-16I illustrate

greyscale images of different IR Metrics for comparison with an H&E stain (left, FIG. 16A)

showing the tumor and nontumor regions. Notice how different the images are for each metric.

The importance of each metric expressed as a fraction is given at the bottom for each metric based

on an optimization with weighted metrics. The metric optimization programs were run producing

a quantitative comparison of the utility of these different types of metrics for the separation of

tumor and nontumor as displayed in Table 2, below. Some of the fitted weights go to zero and

they can be ignored. Others are negative which would work against the ones with positive weights

in the absence of weights. The various types of metrics have been put on a common scale for

quantitative comparison even though they are of very different types, such as principal component

score versus peak ratios.

Table 2 - Results of optimization with eight weighted metrics using the CCML Library

[0064] Note that these calculations pertain to whole CCML Library even though images



are shown from only one of the cases.

[0065] Beating the Curse of Dimensionality . The use of a large number of metrics helps

with subtle discriminations between groups, but imposes great difficulty in visualization of the

hyperdimensional results. The equations for projection of hyperdimensional metrics onto a line

between the centroids of two chosen clusters were given above. FIG. 17 schematically shows how

the t-value projection works. FIG. 17 illustrates the projection of metric scores onto a

parameterized line between the centroids of two chosen clusters (Clj and 2 ) . Each k-means

cluster produces a distribution of t values which can be plotted on the same histogram plot.

[0066] Using the same case as with FIG. 16 (Case 8), a 15 cluster k-means cluster analysis,

and 5 peak ratio metrics including 1744/1244, 2924/1544, 1016/1080, 1744/1 162, and 1080/3290

(the ratios of absorbance at the specified numbers as wavenumbers), the results shown in FIG. 18

are obtained, which are color coded. A tumor is shown in FIG. 18A . FIG. 18B shows tumor

groups were colored with hot colors and nontumor groups were colored with cool colors. FIG.

18C illustrates projection histograms (right) of t-values for each k-means cluster onto a

hyperdimensional line between the centroids of tumor (red, #8) and nontumor (blue, #6) clusters.

The coloring of clusters in the k-means image (2nd image from left) corresponds to the coloring

used for clusters in the projection histograms. The projections are largely Gaussians of a single

color. Note in FIG. 18D the large separation of the #8 and #6 clusters. The t-value histograms

have colors that correspond to the k-mean cluster image (2nd from left) that can be compared to

the H&E stain (left). This work shows that t-value projections can help to solve a well-known

problem with k-means clustering of not knowing the value of k, the number of clusters. One has

enough clusters when the projections appear as well-behaved Gaussian distributions. Too many

clusters leads to Gaussians with more than one color and too few leads to Gaussians with multiple

colors. The software provides the IR spectra of each of the k-means clusters which can then be

used to define IR metrics for separating the groups of interest. These results also reinforce the

notion that tissue is very inhomogeneous. There are many types of tumor groups and many types

of nontumor groups.

[0067] Metrics Across Individuals. Our methods enable one to search and identify metrics

that are common to individuals, as well as those that vary with individuals. The CCML Library

is a unique source of tissue information because the samples are not fixed. These samples still

contain lipid and water and are likely to have less denatured protein. While many of the previous

examples focus on one particular case, it is fruitful to extract information from all of the cases.

We performed a 25 cluster preliminary k-means cluster analysis on the whole CCML Library and



the same five peak ratios metrics (1744/1244, 2924/1544, 1016/1080, 1744/1 162, and 1080/3290)

as shown in FIG. 19. FIG. 19 illustrates preliminary k-means cluster analysis of the CCML

Library using 25 clusters and 5 IR metrics from FIG. 7 . The 8 clusters shown above (out of the

25) show contributions from each and every case and are promising candidates for universal

discrimination of colorectal cancer metastatic to the liver. Out of the 25 clusters, only eight show

contributions from each case and therefore show potential for universal discrimination of

colorectal cancer metastatic to the liver. The other clusters reveal variations between individual

patients that may be used in future metrics. The IR spectra of clusters common across individuals

in regions of interest are shown in FIGS. 20A and 20B. FIGS. 20A and 20B illustrate that IR

spectra of k-means cluster groups which are common to all cases in the CCML Library with colors

that match FIG. 12 and cluster numbers. Green and blue (clusters #20, #9, and #21) are nontumor

with #21 closest to the tumor. Hot colors correspond to tumor including clusters #1, #3, #6, # 11,

and #16. The C=0 region corresponds to ester-linked fats and shows systematic trends, as does

the glycogen region. Again, cool colors were used for nontumor clusters and hot colors for those

of tumors. The differences enable the development of promising peak ratio metrics, the kind that

are best for the Fast IR Probe.

Example 2 - SVM Results of Proof of Concept Probe Experiment On Two Cases Of

Colorectal Cancer Metastatic Two The Liver Showing Good Separation

[0068] Referring back to FIG. 6, bottom panel, absorptions at promising wavelengths were

used to construct IR metrics (Ml, M2, and M3), which are ratios of absorption at the wavenumbers

indicated with dotted lines in FIG. 6, bottom panel. They were optimized for separation. A plot of

the IR metrics M3 vs M l in FIG. 21A shows good separation of the tumor and nontumor scores.

The metric scores were analyzed with a linear SVM program (supervised learning algorithm)

which finds a hyperplane (in this case the black trace or the maximum margin line in FIG. 2 1A)

that optimally separates the two groups of data (blue and cyan are nontumor, red and magenta are

tumor) using only data near the boundary, i.e. the circled support vectors lying between the two

groups. The linear SVM decision equation gives the perpendicular distance and direction of a test

metric in scaled metric space from the optimized hyperplane:

where i is an index over the support vectors, j is an index over the metrics, b is the bias constant,

i are the weights, Si/ are the scaled support vectors, f j is a multiplicative scaling factor, Oj is an

offset, and Tj is the metric data to be tested. Test data is part of a group, such as nontumor or

tumor, if d>0 (we call this a soft margin criteria, i.e. if data is on one side or other of the d=0 line).



The SVM hard statistical margin extends from - 1 to 1 as indicated with dotted vertical lines in

FIG. 21B. Ideally this region is devoid of data, but with tissues one can expect some population.

The parameters b, ai,ij',fj, and are output as text or Excel files by our programs and can be

input to new programs independent of the original SVM program to calculate decision equation

values of data to be tested for cancer, such as for use with embodiments of the Fast Infrared Cancer

Probe described herein. A histogram of the decision equation d values for each data point is

presented in FIG. IB showing good separation about the maximized margin. Note that the

histogram of SVM decision equation scores is one dimensional even when more than three metrics

are employed, i.e. even with hyperdimensional sets of metrics, for instance if we used every

wavelength in the IR spectrum. The resulting histogram associated with use of every wavelength

in the spectrum is shown in FIG. 22A, which exhibits a perfect hard SVM margin. A key issue

relates to how many wavelengths can be omitted without sacrificing discrimination of cancer.

[0069] Statistical aspects of this data analysis involve the number of: (i) cases, (ii)

measurements per case, (iii) and wavelengths used to obtain a confident decision. Concerning (i),

collection from more than two cases is essential and proposed. Concerning (ii), each of the 57

measurements required 2.0 min or 2.50 s per wavelength step. But a traditional FTIR system

simultaneously makes measurements at all wavelengths, so there is no option to measure at a

selected set of wavelengths. However, a QCL system could make measurements 10 times faster

at the same S/N (Daylight Solutions) and at only 6 out of the effective 451 wavelengths. Together

this is a possible gain in speed factor of -750. Measurements of 0.25 s per wavelength step for 6

wavelengths would take 1.5 s, hence the use of the word "Fast" in the disclosed invention.

Concerning (iii), the FIG. 22B reveals the degradation of the separation gap with a reduction in #

of wavelengths by comparing the decision equation histograms using 6 wavelengths (bottom) to

the full spectrum of 451 wavelengths (top). It appears reasonable by initial results that one can

reduce the number of wavelengths to five or six, i.e. the bottom histogram in FIG. 22B still has a

gap between tumor and nontumor. Preliminary experiments show that it is reasonable to make

accurate decisions with only 5 wavelengths. We propose measuring how the gap fills with

reduction in the number of wavelengths

[0070] However, there is a caveat that broadly tunable QCL systems currently contain four

separate QCLs that program like one device - each with its own range, as shown in FIG. 23. A

single QCL can jump between wavelengths on a ms timescale, but to jump from one QCL to

another requires seconds. So, studies are proposed and illustrated in FIGS. 24A-24E dividing the

full spectral range that we will measure into four segments that match single QCLs (see FIG. 23)



in order to identify which of the four gives the best separation of tumor and nontumor (highest

correct classification rate). In each case as the number of wavelengths is reduced, there is pushing

of decision equation values into the previously perfect SVM maximum margin. QCL1 (1410-1680

cm 1) shows zero errors, while QCL2 shows 4 errors. For these two cases of colorectal cancer

metastatic to the liver, QCL1 would be the best choice. These studies enable embodiments of the

disclosed invention to have one QCL, not four, thereby making it less expensive, which is an

important practical consideration.

[0071] Recalling FIG. 21B, it is possible to have one error out of 57 with five well-chosen

wavelengths, however the wavelengths in that example extend over three of the four QCL ranges.

So, we performed a new SVM analysis using 6 wavelengths (absorption at 1410, 1472, 1542,

1584, and 1614 cm 1 is ratioed to that at 1510 cm 1) from only QCL 1 as shown in FIG. 22B. This

histogram has zero errors out of 57 and needs only 6 wavelengths from one QCL. If more than 6

wavelengths are needed to get a desired correct classification rate, then more wavelengths can be

used and the probe gets slower, but it maintains a critical accuracy in detecting cancer. FIG. 25

shows an IR spectrum summarizing the wavelength issues discovered by our proof-of-concept

liver resection results regarding the use of probes for both FTIR and QCLs. In general, the best

specific wavelengths and number of wavelengths to change depending on the tissue or cancer type

being interrogated, which lends itself for a tunable laser system as described herein.

[0072] Proof-of-Concept Probe Experiment with Skin Cancer. 5.4 million cases of

nonmelanoma skin cancer (basal and squamous cell carcinoma) were treated in 3.3 million people

in the US in 2012. There are more new cases of skin cancer than the combined incidence of breast,

prostate, lung and colon cancer, but they are not tracked by the central cancer registries since they

are not as lethal. One in five Americans will develop skin cancer over their lifetime and the rates

are increasing.

[0073] The SKH1 mouse model of UV-induced cutaneous squamous cell carcinoma

(SCC) is an accepted murine model for studying SCC development in that it very closely

recapitulates the human disease. This disease involves multiple cell types including keratinocytes,

fibroblasts, endothelial cells, and infiltrating immune and inflammatory cells and the interplay

between these cell types during UV-mediated skin cancer initiation, promotion, and progression

and it cannot be modeled ex vivo. Under the University PHS Welfare Assurance number, A3261-

01, and our IACUC protocol (2010A00000083), we recorded FTIR probe spectra (4 cm 1

resolution, 700-1800 cm 1, 1101 steps of 1 cm 1, 25 scans, PE Spectrum 100) on one live SKH1

mouse with skin tumors in week 16 after 10 initial weeks of UV treatments as shown in FIG. 26A .



It took 2.5 minutes to record each spectrum and spectra were recorded on and off skin tumors as

shown in FIG. 26B. All of the tumor spectra were less intense because the fiber loop probe

penetrates skin tumors less deeply as they are less elastic. Three times the average tumor spectrum

was subtracted from the average nontumor spectrum giving the difference spectrum in FIG. 26C

identifying the most important wavelengths. Good IR Metrics were extracted from the ratio of

absorption at 1034 and 1008 cm 1 (M3) and 1408 and 1742 cm 1 (M6) with corrective offsets at

the average of absorption at 1800 and 1770 cm 1 (FIG. 27B). The letters indicate tumors as shown

in FIG. 27A . Tumors labeled as A, D, B, E and L in FIG. 27A were "scabbed-over" and we could

not get enough signal, however an "s" before the letter means that the spectrum was recorded on

the side of the tumor which works. In the nontumor region, "n" before the tumor label indicates

that the nontumor spectrum was recorded on unaffected skin in the vicinity of that tumor. The

results were analyzed with a nonlinear radial basis function (rbf) SVM. The decision equation is

d=b i +∑ i 2ff 2 ta +°'))l( i + ')) i

where i is an index over the support vectors, Tj are the metrics to be tested, and S ', bias, , fj,

and Oj are outputs of the SVM program. The histogram of d values is given in FIG. 28A and the

separating SVM curve is given in black in FIG. 27B, i.e. d= . Finally, we made measurements of

healthy human skin on our faces and fingertips and have overlaid the resulting IR metrics on the

mouse metric plot in FIG. 28B. This data is not publishable, but it gives confidence in the decision

equations for SKH1 mice as being applicable to humans.

[0074] Statistical aspects of this data analysis again involve the number of: (i) cases, (ii)

measurements per case, (iii) and wavelengths used to obtain a confident decision. We have

proposed a preclinical SKH1 mouse study which will get data on 5 different mice (with 5 controls)

and likely more than 25 tumors. In this experiment (see FIG. 26B), there is a clear separation by

intensity owing to the difference in elasticity of normal skin and a tumor. However, we desire the

more reliable biomolecular markers, so all of the spectral data was ratioed to absorbance at 1530

cm 1 removing the physical elasticity issue from the metrics. We performed an rbf SVM with the

full spectrum ( 1101 wavelengths) which produced a perfect classification (no errors) with

negligible occurrence in the SVM statistical margin (region from - 1 to 1) with all absorbances

ratioed to 1530 cm 1 . Next, we reduced the wavelengths to the 271 available in the QCL 1 region

(1410-1680 cm 1, see FIG. 23) producing the decision equation histogram shown at FIG. 29A.

Again, we find a perfect classification (no errors) and negligible occurrence in the SVM statistical

margin. A sequence of SVM calculations were performed keeping only 1 of every 2, 4, 8, 16, 32,

64, 128 wavelengths and the resulting decision equation histograms are shown for 1 of 4 (68



wavelengths), 1 of 16 (17 wavelengths), and 1 of 64 (5 wavelengths) in FIGS. 29B-29D. As we

reduce the number of wavelengths in this systematic fashion, d values begin to spread into the

SVM statistical margin region, but they do not spread past the d=0 decision line until one gets to

about 5 wavelengths. This verifies that the reduction of wavelengths needed to make embodiments

of the disclosed Fast Infrared Cancer Probe "fast" is feasible.

[0075] FIG. 29E shows a zero error decision equation histogram for 6 critical wavelengths

including absorbance at 1488, 1521, 1585, 1593, and 1644 cm 1 ratioed to that at 1530 cm 1 .

Contrast this result with the last, 5 wavelength result in FIG. 29D, which shows 4 or so errors. The

critical wavelengths tend to be a rapidly changing portions of the IR tissue spectrum. We are

actively engaged in the search for critical wavelengths and a minimal number of wavelengths to

produce an acceptably small number of incorrect classifications. Use of the Fast Infrared Cancer

Probe with 5 or so wavelengths can yield 1000s of measurements in an afternoon which will give

us a statistically meaningful % correct classification with an error bar that expresses the probability

of an incorrect classification, both false negatives and positives. In other words, a decision

equation with 7 or so wavelengths are likely to have acceptable gaps. If we need more

wavelengths, then the probe gets slower, but maintains accuracy in detecting cancer. If a

measurement and decision took 5 seconds, this would still be acceptable in a dermatological exam

room. Clearly, the mouse results are meaningful, an excellent separation has been achieved, and

there is great potential for detecting skin cancer in humans.

[0076] The QCL tunable laser system offers flexibility enabling adaptation to harder

problems. In proposed preclinical trials, we are devising an experiment where the probe can be

tested on cancerous lesions, noncancerous lesions, and normal skin, i.e. there are three groups to

discern, not two. Also, SKH1 mice can have tumors analyzed for whether they are benign or

malignant. These discriminations might require more wavelengths and the QCL system affords

that possibility.

[0077] Merged IR and H&E Metrics. Since H&E imaging provides the most common

standard for evaluating the surgeon's margin in liver resections, it is important to correlate our new

IR metrics with those extracted from H&E imaging. This speaks to the medical community's

acceptance of new IR metrics. We uniquely merge these metrics at input before performing SVM

routines and our results correlate the IR with the H&E metrics. Experimentally this means

performing tissue slice imaging on the exact same tissue with both H&E and IR. Such studies are

proposed in parallel with the probe experiments mentioned in the previous two sections. With

success, our new IR work will be connected to the current common standard for diagnosing cancer



in liver resections. As an example, consider a region of tissue slice in FIG. 30A in the box from a

consenting patient with colorectal cancer metastatic to the liver. First we obtained IR imaging data

(FIG. 30B) and afterwards an H&E stain (FIG. 30A) on the same tissue. Since the H&E pixel grid

was 487x255 and the IR image was 352x192 on the same 2.2 mm x 1.2 mm region, a program

was written to assign the closest IR pixel and metrics to each H&E pixel. K-means cluster analysis

was run with merged H&E an IR metrics and clusters were assigned to three groups: tumor,

nontumor, and lymphocyte rich regions. Out of 16 optical metrics calculated based on the RGB

values from the H&E image, seven were chosen as best at separating tumor including the CIELab

values (L*, a*, b* from the Int. Commission on Illumination), and four greyscale level co

occurrence matrix values known as energy, contrast, correlation, and homogeneity. These were

added to five IR metrics of ratios of absorbance from our previous work and all 12 are presented

as images in FIGS. 31A and 3IB. Visual inspection reveals that the IR metrics (FIG. 3IB) are

better at detecting the tumor, at least at these resolutions. A k-means cluster analysis was done

with 20 clusters and three clusters were identified as lymphocyte rich regions, three were identified

as nontumor, and the rest were dominated by tumor and some groups that haven't been separated

yet. The clusters were merged into lymphocyte, nontumor, and tumor groups and radial basis

function SVM decision equations were obtained for each group against all not in the group. The

decision equation values are presented as histograms in FIG. 32A and these have been converted

to images of each group in FIG. 32B for comparison to the H&E stain in FIG. 32C. We obtain a

correlated set of centroids (average metric scores) within each group, so now we have determined

the correlation between IR and H&E metrics. This is very important as H&E is the most common

standard for evaluating the surgeon's margin in liver resections. The correlation of the morphology

dominated H&E stain image with the biomolecule dominated IR metrics provides new avenues

for discriminating cancer and for assessing biochemical processes. This decision equations are the

most critical scientific aspect of the project and we propose to determine decision equations for

groups including tumor, nontumor, lymphocytes, blood, venules, arterioles, bile ducts, and nuclei

in liver tissue.

[0078] Statistical considerations are different with tissue slice imaging as compared to

probe measurements. If 10 consenting patients yield a 2 mm x 2 mm tissue slice each, there will

be 302 pixels by 320 pixel (at 6.25 µ per pixel) yielding 102,400 IR spectra. The H&E stain

images of the same region will have at least twice as many pixels and this could be 20 times more

(at 0.5 µ per pixel). So the libraries of IR spectra will involve more than a million IR spectra

with typically 1626 wavelength steps with our instrument (PE Spotlight 300). The challenges here



concern performing SVM on such large data sets and in obtaining classifications for training. Our

desktop computers allow about 2000 metric sets in the group and 2000 out of the group which are

chosen at random for SVM training. Then the resulting decision equation is run on the whole set

of 102,400 pixels as shown in the histograms of FIG. 32A. Clearly, the IR and H&E combination

have great potential to identify both cancer and interesting tissues associated with the battle against

cancer, i.e. the lymphocyte-rich regions also shown in FIG. 32B.

[0079] While embodiments of the system and methods described herein are generally

described in relation to aid in resections of cancer tissues, additional applications reside in

detecting skin cancer in a clinical setting. Skin cancer is the most common of all cancer types

according to the American Cancer Society.

[0080] While the methods and systems have been described in connection with preferred

embodiments and specific examples, it is not intended that the scope be limited to the particular

embodiments set forth, as the embodiments herein are intended in all respects to be illustrative

rather than restrictive.

[0081] Unless otherwise expressly stated, it is in no way intended that any method set forth

herein be construed as requiring that its steps be performed in a specific order. Accordingly, where

a method claim does not actually recite an order to be followed by its steps or it is not otherwise

specifically stated in the claims or descriptions that the steps are to be limited to a specific order,

it is no way intended that an order be inferred, in any respect. This holds for any possible non-

express basis for interpretation, including: matters of logic with respect to arrangement of steps or

operational flow; plain meaning derived from grammatical organization or punctuation; the

number or type of embodiments described in the specification.

[0082] Throughout this application, various publications may be referenced. The

disclosures of these publications in their entireties are hereby incorporated by reference into this

application in order to more fully describe the state of the art to which the methods and systems

pertain.

[0083] It will be apparent to those skilled in the art that various modifications and

variations can be made without departing from the scope or spirit. Other embodiments will be

apparent to those skilled in the art from consideration of the specification and practice disclosed

herein. It is intended that the specification and examples be considered as exemplary only, with a

true scope and spirit being indicated by the following claims.



CLAIMS

What is claimed is:

1. A method of discriminating tissue of a specimen comprising:

performing infrared (IR) spectroscopy on a specimen using a probe, wherein the IR

spectroscopy is performed using a reduced set of IR wavelengths;

obtaining an IR spectrum of the specimen from the ATR probe; and

evaluating the obtained IR spectrum using one or more metrics, wherein the one or more

metrics determine normal tissue of the specimen from abnormal tissue of the specimen.

2 . The method of claim 1, further comprising identifying the normal tissue of the specimen

from the abnormal tissue of the specimen.

3 . The method of claim 2, wherein the identifying is used to provide an assessment of the

surgical margin made in the operating room by a surgeon as the abnormal tissue is removed.

4 . The method of any of claims 1-3, wherein determining normal tissue of the specimen

from abnormal tissue of the specimen comprises determining non-cancerous regions of the

specimen from cancerous regions of the specimen.

5 . The method of any of claims 1-4, wherein the reduced set of IR wavelengths comprises

10 or fewer wavelengths.

6 . The method of claim 5, wherein the reduced set of IR wavelengths comprises six

wavelengths.

7 . The method of any of claims 1-6, wherein evaluating the obtained IR spectrum using one

or more metrics comprises evaluating the IR spectrum using one or more of ratios of peak

absorbances, principal component scores, calibrant dot product scores, tissue scattering metrics,

and baseline correction metrics.

8 . The method of any of claims 1-7, wherein the specimen comprises in vivo tissue,

resected tissue or skin.



9 . The method of any of claims 1-8, wherein evaluating the obtained IR spectrum using one

or more metrics is performed using a computing device.

10. The method of any of claims 1-9, wherein performing IR spectroscopy on the specimen

is performed using an IR source comprising a single quantum cascade IR laser (QCL).

11. The method of any of claims 1-10, wherein evaluating the obtained IR spectrum using

one or more metrics and determining normal tissue of the specimen from abnormal tissue of the

specimen is performed in 1 minute or less.

12. The method of any of claims 1-1 1, wherein evaluating the obtained IR spectrum using

one or more metrics and determining normal tissue of the specimen from abnormal tissue of the

specimen is performed in 1 second or less.

13. The method of any of claims 1-12 wherein the probe comprises an attenuated total

reflection (ATR) probe or a fiber loop probe.

14. A system for discriminating tissue of a specimen comprising:

an infrared (IR) source;

a probe in communication with the IR source via a fiber optic cable, wherein the probe is

used to obtain an IR spectrum of the specimen in response to a reduced set of IR wavelengths

provided by the IR source;

an IR detector, wherein the IR detector receives the IR spectrum from the probe via a

fiber optic cable; and

a computing device comprising a processor and a memory in communication with the

processor, said memory comprising computer-executable instructions, wherein the computing

device receives a signal representative of the detected IR spectrum from the IR detector and said

computer-executable instructions cause the processor to evaluate the obtained IR spectrum using

one or more metrics, wherein the one or more metrics discriminate normal tissue of the specimen

from abnormal tissue of the specimen.

15. The system of claim 14, wherein the IR source comprises a single quantum cascade IR

laser (QCL) that is a tunable mid-infrared laser with a reduced set of selected IR wavelengths



that have been optimized for detecting chemical and molecular signatures of tissue specific

lesions to include, but not limited to, cancer, preneoplasia, intracellular accumulations (e.g.

steatosis), inflammation, and wound healing.

16. The system of any of claims 14 and 15, wherein the probe comprises an attenuated total

reflection (ATR) probe or a fiber loop probe, which is used to perform IR spectroscopy on the

specimen using the reduced set of IR wavelengths.

17. The system of any of claims 14-16, wherein the IR detector comprises a thermal

microbolometer array detector as available.

18. The system of any of claims 14-17, further comprising the computing device executing

computer-executable instructions stored in the memory that cause the processor to identifying

the normal tissue of the specimen from the abnormal tissue of the specimen.

19. The system of claim 18, wherein the computing device displays the identified normal

tissue of the specimen and the identified abnormal tissue of the specimen to a surgeon in an

operating room which is used to provide an assessment of the surgical margin made in the

operating room by the surgeon as the abnormal tissue is removed.

20. The system of claim 18, wherein the computing device displays the identified normal

tissue of the specimen or the identified abnormal tissue of the specimen to a surgeon in an

operating room which is used to provide an assessment of the surgical margin made in the

operating room by the surgeon as the abnormal tissue is removed.

21. The system of any of claims 14-20, wherein determining normal tissue of the specimen

from abnormal tissue of the specimen comprises determining non-cancerous regions of the

specimen from cancerous regions of the specimen.

22. The system of any of claims 14-21, wherein the reduced set of IR wavelengths comprises

10 or fewer wavelengths.



23. The system of claim 22, wherein the reduced set of IR wavelengths comprises six or

fewer wavelengths.

24. The system of any of claims 14-23, wherein evaluating the obtained IR spectrum using

one or more metrics comprises evaluating the IR spectrum using one or more of ratios of peak

absorbances, principal component scores, calibrant dot product scores, tissue scattering metrics,

and baseline correction metrics.

25. The system of any of claims 14-24, wherein the specimen comprises in vivo tissue,

resected tissue or skin.

26. The system of any of claims 14-25, wherein evaluating the obtained IR spectrum using

one or more metrics and determining normal tissue of the specimen from abnormal tissue of the

specimen is performed in 1 minute or less.

27. The system of any of claims 14-26, wherein evaluating the obtained IR spectrum using

one or more metrics and determining normal tissue of the specimen from abnormal tissue of the

specimen is performed in 1 second or less.

28. A non-transitory computer-readable medium comprising computer-executable code

sections thereon for causing a computing device to perform the method of:

receiving an IR spectrum of a specimen from a probe, wherein the probe has been used to

perform infrared (IR) spectroscopy on the specimen using wherein the IR spectroscopy is

performed using a reduced set of IR wavelengths; and

evaluating the obtained IR spectrum using one or more metrics, wherein the one or more

metrics determine normal tissue of the specimen from abnormal tissue of the specimen.

29. The computer-readable medium of claim 28, wherein the method further comprises

identifying the normal tissue of the specimen from the abnormal tissue of the specimen.

30. The computer-readable medium of claim 29, wherein the method further comprises

using the identifying to provide an assessment of the surgical margin made in the operating room

by a surgeon as the abnormal tissue is removed.



31. The computer-readable medium of any of claims 28-30, wherein determining normal

tissue of the specimen from abnormal tissue of the specimen comprises determining non

cancerous regions of the specimen from cancerous regions of the specimen.

32. The computer-readable medium of any of claims 28-3 1, wherein the reduced set of IR

wavelengths comprises 10 or fewer wavelengths.

33. The computer-readable medium of claim 32, wherein the reduced set of IR wavelengths

comprises six or fewer wavelengths.

34. The computer-readable medium of any of claims 28-33, wherein evaluating the obtained

IR spectrum using one or more metrics comprises evaluating the IR spectrum using one or more

of ratios of peak absorbances, principal component scores, calibrant dot product scores, tissue

scattering metrics, and baseline correction metrics.

35. The computer-readable medium of any of claims 28-34, wherein the specimen comprises

in vivo tissue, resected tissue or skin.

36. The computer-readable medium of any of claims 28-35, wherein performing infrared

(IR) spectroscopy on the specimen is performed using an IR source comprising a single quantum

cascade IR laser (QCL).

37. The computer-readable medium of any of claims 28-36, wherein evaluating the obtained

IR spectrum using one or more metrics and determining normal tissue of the specimen from

abnormal tissue of the specimen is performed in 1 minute or less.

38. The computer-readable medium of any of claims 28-36, wherein evaluating the obtained

IR spectrum using one or more metrics and determining normal tissue of the specimen from

abnormal tissue of the specimen is performed in 1 second or less.

39. The computer-readable medium of any of claims 28-38, wherein the probe comprises an

attenuated total reflection (ATR) probe or a fiber loop probe.
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